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These days the news is full of reports about the graying of America, yet it’s rare that old people appear in
contemporary fiction except as stock characters: the indulgent grandmother, the wicked witch. In her first
novel in a dozen years, the acclaimed author of How She Died and Sweetsir gives us four grand old ladies,
sisters, each unique and indelibly real, in a poignant and very funny story about the last American taboos, old
age and dying.
 
As the novel opens, Jenny, the youngest at eighty, has flown down to Miami—that gaudy, pastel-hued haven
of the elderly—to look after her two failing oldest sisters: Eva, ninety-five, always the family mainstay, and
Naomi, ninety, who is riddled with cancer but still has her tart tongue and her jet-black head of hair. The
fourth sister, Flora, still has her black hair too, straight out of the bottle, but no head for the hard decisions
facing Eva and Naomi. An energetic eighty-five, Flora spends her time dating (“He’s mad about me, I only
hope he can get it up!”) and making the rounds of the retirement homes with her standup routine, the Sandra
Bernhard of the senior set.
 
The Girls gives us these four full-if-wrinkled-fleshed women with all their complaints and foibles, their self-
absorption and downright orneriness, their unquenchable humor and immense courage. Aches and pains,
wrinkles and hearing aids, wheelchairs and walkers—out of these, and out of the human spirit, Helen
Yglesias fashions a novel that moves us, opens our eyes, and makes us laugh out loud.
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From reader reviews:

Sandra Phillips:

This The Girls book is not really ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit you
get by reading this book is information inside this book incredible fresh, you will get info which is getting
deeper you read a lot of information you will get. This particular The Girls without we recognize teach the
one who examining it become critical in contemplating and analyzing. Don't be worry The Girls can bring if
you are and not make your carrier space or bookshelves' turn out to be full because you can have it inside
your lovely laptop even cell phone. This The Girls having very good arrangement in word in addition to
layout, so you will not really feel uninterested in reading.

Marjorie Cook:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also be a life style. This reading routine give you lot of
advantages. Advantages you got of course the knowledge the rest of the information inside the book that will
improve your knowledge and information. The data you get based on what kind of book you read, if you
want attract knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want sense happy read one with
theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. Typically the The Girls is kind of reserve which is giving
the reader erratic experience.

Adelina Foreman:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make you to
definitely understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information simpler to
share. You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon. You can
observe that now, a lot of publisher in which print many kinds of book. Often the book that recommended to
you personally is The Girls this publication consist a lot of the information with the condition of this world
now. This book was represented how does the world has grown up. The words styles that writer value to
explain it is easy to understand. The writer made some research when he makes this book. Honestly, that is
why this book acceptable all of you.

Hazel Fletcher:

You may get this The Girls by go to the bookstore or Mall. Just simply viewing or reviewing it can to be
your solve problem if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this publication are various. Not only
by means of written or printed but can you enjoy this book by e-book. In the modern era such as now, you
just looking by your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your own ways to
get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your
knowledge are still revise. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.
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